
OPTICAL TRIGGER
AUTOMATIC SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE STROBE MODE

 machine vision     smart camera     integrated light     external illumination     automatic synchronization     no cable     responsiveness

a next-generation accessory
that really simplifies the user’s life.

dimming button
30%-100%

SenSorS
pick-up the camera 

illumination

automatic synchronization 
with the camera software,

short rising and falling times: 4 μs

the new optical trigger by tpl vision, a specialist in led lighting 
for machine vision applications, is a next-generation accessory that 
helps integrators to link a camera to an external light without cable.

many cameras dedicated to machine vision are equipped with built-in 
lights. unfortunately this is not always powerful enough to illuminate 
the camera’s field of view properly. furthermore, the integration of 
an external light to a camera can raise some problems: the setting 
of the two elements in strobe mode can be complicated, because of 
the duty cycle calculation.

thanks to the optical trigger, you can now easily add an external 
light to your camera, as long as it has a built-in light. you just have 
to place the  optical trigger in front of the camera: as soon as 
the camera’s built-in lighting is on, the optical trigger automatically 
turns the external lighting on, synchronously. no need for any duty 
cycle calculation any more.

the optical trigger has very short rising and falling times (4 μs), which 
makes it particularly efficient. the synchronization with the camera 
software is automatic and the integration times are highly shortened.

As soon as the camera's internal 
light is on , the opticAl trigger 
activates the external light !

opticAl
trigger



Technical specificaTions

electronics

power supply 24vdc ±10%

functioning mode
100 ma – the optical trigger provides the light up to 4a. 

choose the power supply according to the light connected behind.

maximum rising time 4 µs (copy of the camera led signal to the light)

maximum falling time 4 µs

power supply wiring male m12 connector – 5 pins

light connection female m12 connector – 5 pins

dimming through button interface on the side

Mechanical

length 85 mm

Width 52 mm

thickness (without connectors) 18.75 mm

thickness (with connectors) 31.90 mm

environment

operating temperature 
-10° to +40°c / 80% of humidity without condensation

no thermal shock (max temperature variation: 10°c in 24h)

storage temperature
-20° to +60°c / 80% of humidity without condensation

no thermal shock (max temperature variation: 10°c in 24h)

ip protection ip 65

labels rohs-ce-Weee

examples of cameras compatible with the optical Trigger

 cognex in-sight 2000

 cognex in-sight 7000 c

 cognex checker

 cognex dm50/60

 cognex dm150/260

 cognex dm300/360

 datalogic vs2

 iFm o2d

 Keyence sr750

 Keyence sr1000

 microScan hawk integrated

 microScan id40

 omron fQ2

 Sensopart visor

 SicK inspector series

 SicK lector 63x

examples of illuminations compatible with the optical Trigger

  ebAr+ & blbAr+ 
standard, link, overdrive

  ebAr logistix 

  lbAr+

  modulAr ringlight

  tring*

  SbAcK ii*

  SbAr*

  tSpot 1*

  tSpot 4*

  Sdome ii*

  loW Angle ii*

caMera coMpaTibiliTy

illuMinaTion coMpaTibiliTy

features and presentations liable to modifications without prior notice. ref.ts-100601-a1, 2019/12 edition.

Optical triggerTpl Vision uK
brenchley house - school road - charing - Kent tn27 0JW - uK
tel. +44 (0)1738 310 392 - contact@tpl-vision.co.uk 
www.tpl-vision.com

other available documents :
•	 pdf, dWg, dxf, igs, step & x_y 

draWings (on demand)

•	 user’s guide

* no dimming.

Reference builder
-> Build an Optical Trigger reference

REQUIRED SETTINGS

OPTICAL TRIGGER       OPTI-TRIG-X1

X1

relaTed producTs

build your reference

m12 female 5 pins cable

poWer supply

2 meters ref: c-m12-5p-2m

5 meters ref: c-m12-5p-5m

10 meters ref: c-m12-5p-10m

m12 female / male 5 pins cable

light connection

5 meters ref: ra-m12-fm-5p-5m

10 meters ref: ra-m12-fm-5p-10m

m12 female / male 5 pins cable

modular ringlight / optical trigger

0.3 meters ref: ra-m12-fm-5p-0.3m


